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    ARTIST INFO 
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    TRACK INFO 
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Release Date: 15/01/2021      
 
BIO 
 
Name your band after your grandma. Thelma Ball have done exactly that with their 
trademark spotlight shining on the softly medicated culture in which we inhabit. Their 
fascination with the soft and gooey grey areas of human experience, hidden underneath 
dull perimeters of overwhelming self-assurance supply the band with a juxtaposed 
undercurrent from which they draw their inspiration.  
 
Previous releases, ‘Toys’ and 'Shy & Unappealing', perfectly showcase the band’s dulcet 
interpretation and modern day commentary. Support for Alien Tango, Nature TV and 
Time for T amongst others is earning Thelma Ball a reputation of their own and after 
making the most of Covid’s imposed solitude, the grandma-rock outfit are set to release, 
‘Start a Fight’, as their first new single of the year, with more planned for early Spring. 
 

START A FIGHT 
 
Displaying a willingness to travel down darkened paths with candid self-assurance, Start 
a Fight describes trusting instincts despite surrounding confusion, ultimately helped by 
accepting that you may be the darkened path for others. Wrapped up within the 
viscerality of physical conflict, Start a Fight poses as much of a metaphorical mental 
grappling with trusting your inner orientation and finding excitement within the unclear, 
as it does a simplicity, enjoyed as a reckless drive to entangle with the unknown. 
 
The fierce and direct track arrangement serves as a punch in the face of its own, 
swapping between tension and waves of release. The recurring guitar riff, though dark in 
nature is counterbalanced by a playfulness and accompanied by a vocal melody, almost 
‘50s esque in structure, supporting said themes of assuredness within the undetermined.  
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